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Abstract

"5 million lives can be saved between now and 2015 by fully funding and implementing the Global Plan to Stop TB 2011-2015" (WHO 2011).

Introduction: Tuberculosis (TB) continues to be a major public health problem and is associated with worldwide demographic infra-structure changes, which can reflect the disease prevalence and mortality especially among foreign-born residents and new immigrants from TB-endemic regions. The World Health Organization (WHO) has considered tuberculosis to be a global, contagious, epidemic, public health emergency since 1993.

Objective: This work assesses and retrospectively presents a descriptive analysis the epidemiological trends of tuberculosis morbidity indicators and related fatality by gender and nationality which is associated with international migration into Kuwait.

Methodology: Demographic data were obtained from the authorized Kuwaiti national records over a 29-year-period (1984-2012).

Results: Non-Kuwaitis had higher TB morbidity and mortality rates than Kuwaitis and also male rates were comparatively higher than those of female. Since 2004 re-increment of all morbidity trends was observed.

Conclusions: TB became a disease of specific subgroups in Kuwait (low incidence country) which requires focused interventions on expatriates from various 'at risk' geographic localities. Overcoming higher rates of TB morbidity and mortality of non-Kuwaitis in comparison to those of Kuwaitis constitute a public health challenge that deserves urgent evaluation, developing a new health policy and re-structuring of the tuberculosis control program to reduce the burden of tuberculosis in Kuwait.
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Introduction

Tuberculosis (TB) is a contagious and the highest bacterial disease (predominantly caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB)) that is considered to be one of the deadliest infectious diseases worldwide. It is estimated that one third of the world's population (two billions) are infected and carrying the causal agent airborne MTB bacillus in non-eradicated intra-granulomatous foci as latent tuberculosis infection (LTBI). Tuberculosis major impacts and fatality on global health grasp international attention [1]. Tuberculosis remains one of the biggest killers of the human race resulting annually in 9.4 million new cases of active tuberculosis (including 3.3 million women) and 3 million TB-related deaths representing an incidence of 137 cases per 100,000 population and 14 million cases in 2009 [2]. Worldwide, TB characterized as disease of poverty and low income populations. Estimations of more than 90% (up to 8 million) of total TB cases and increase mortalities of more than half of all deaths (2 million) are occurring in Asia within the developing TB endemic countries mainly India and China [3]. But while TB has gradually disappeared from the health agenda of countries in the developed world, tuberculosis has re-emerged as a public health concern in high-income countries in the last few decades associated with migration [4]. For example the total population of Kuwait (nearly 3.6 million) is composed of Kuwaitis: non-Kuwaitis in ratio of 1:2.5, and is considered a good example of a non-endemic country with a TB incidence of 35 per 100,000 populations [5] provided that the WHO-Kuwait 'National TB programme budget' reached US$ 7 million [6].

Migration Impacts on Tuberculosis Morbidity and Mortality

All over the world, countries are exposed to voluntary migration for labor and/or family reunion migrations [7]. Mass migration from broken health system region directly changes the epidemiology of communicable infectious diseases and non-communicable conditions in the TB low-incidence countries [8,9]. Immigration demographic
and ethnicity statistics reveals that Asians, Blacks, and Hispanics usually overcome the greatest burden of infectious diseases such as tuberculosis with predominance of anti-TB resistant strains in UK since 1999, where ~40% were from Indian, Pakistani and Bangladeshi origins and ~20% from black African ethnicity versus 29% from white ethnic groups[10].

Expatriates have outnumbered Kuwait nationals for the last decades [11] especially after six-month Gulf war during 1990-1991 [12]. Since 1975 the central reason for non-Kuwaitis’ predominance (outnumbering) is participation in the labor force. Kuwait's overall populations are Arabs (60% including both Kuwaiti and non-Kuwaiti Arabs), 35% are Asian (mostly from the Indian subcontinent) [11,13].

### Strengths and Limitations of Kuwait Registration Policy System

Kuwait an open country to immigrants with daily average of 500 to 700 newly entering and should be registered before the end of one-month temporary visa. Strict and high-quality notification system with high coverage system and notification rates through legal laws allows any suspected infectious disease such as TB case to be only diagnosed and managed in the official governmental hospital routes without missing or losing TB cases, which is comparable to most developed countries [14].

Cases (CDRs) of TB which equals the proportion of notified new and relapse cases reaches 100% in 2009 [15] and 88% in 2012 [6] compared to only 70% in the South East Asia Region[16,17] or to 63% (only 5.8 million) TB notified cases in 2009 worldwide [2].

Limitations appear because of the absence of a central database able to differentiate newly diagnosed (incident) cases from old re-admitted cases i.e. re-admission is considered as a new case.

Under-estimation and under-notification negative impacts due to TB stigmatization lead to the preference of some residents, even Kuwaitis, to be managed outside the country, and such cases are missed with absent diagnosis in the issued death certificate. Wrong diagnosis due to language barriers and miss-diagnosis are faced e.g. in prison or desert field workers.

### Aims and Objectives

Assess the morbidity and mortality indicators of tuberculosis disease and related migration risk factors of all residents in Kuwait during the last three decades.

### Methodology

Tuberculosis data between 1984 and 2012 were collected from the annual publications of the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS). Morbidity and mortality rates were calculated accordingly using Microsoft Office Excel 2013 (©Microsoft Corp etc) and figures were drawn using Microsoft Office Excel 2007 (©Microsoft Corp etc).

The direct indicators of the burden of tuberculosis are morbidity or prevalence (indicating the number of people suffering from the disease at a given point of time) and mortality or death rate (indicating the number dying in population at risk each year).

Both of these rates represent the TB health status and health service burden in Kuwait population which can be targeted for control programmes. Therefore indirect indicators were calculated of tuberculosis morbidity as percentages of; 1-tuberculosis hospital discharges per 1,000 hospital discharges, and as percentages of tuberculosis mortality; 1-tuberculosis deaths per 1,000 hospital discharges and their related 2-case fatality rate (equals ratio of number TB deaths to number of TB diagnosed (or discharged) cases).

Population morbidity and mortality in Kuwait can be identified through study of all residents who are influenced by infectious diseases and by the endemic tuberculosis of the foreign migrant's according to the geographic distributions and related socio-demographic backgrounds. Tuberculosis case admission is taken according to the disease defining characteristics for any individual within a time period, where the hospital occurs for implementation of diagnostic-related-procedures.

Tuberculosis morbidity rates representing tuberculosis prevalence over a 29-year-period (1984-2012) in Kuwait were calculated as percentages of tuberculosis hospital discharges per 1,000 population (almost equal to prevalence) and tuberculosis hospital discharges per 1,000 hospital discharges (which represents the burden on hospitals). All rates been tested for two demographic population characteristics (gender and nationality), and were calculated as represented as the following:

#### Results

Kuwait shows a similar worldwide picture for all TB mortality and morbidity trend results for non-endemic countries, representing the TB burden and overloads on Ministry of Health and Kuwait population.

During the 29-years period studied from governmental hospital records, total TB discharges were 12,866 (out of average 3,957,797 total hospital discharges) and total TB deaths were 564 (out of average 108,660 TB discharges). The average rates of TB declined steadily for the last three decades among all Kuwait population; males, females, natives, and immigrants.

Since 1991 the estimated TB morbidity and mortality rates reveal non-Kuwaiti’s predominance, and only declined at a slow rates similar to worldwide and the South East Asian region [15,18]. Contrary the case fatality rates show Kuwaiti’s increment and Kuwaiti males overide in particular [19].

#### Trends in tuberculosis morbidity

**Tuberculosis hospital discharges per 1,000 total populations during a 29-year-period (1984-2012):** The overall morbidity trends of TB discharges per 1,000 populations have declined gradually from 0.49 in 1984 to 0.29 in 1989. Post Iraqi invasion a steady continuous fluctuation trend reaching average of 0.26 until 1999, then declined to 0.08 per 1,000 populations until 2004 is observed.

A sudden increase in the TB morbidity trend has occurred since 2005 (0.22 per 1,000 populations) and continued almost at the same rate until 2009.

The highest calculated rate after invasion was 0.29/1000 population in 1993, 1996 and 1997, whereas, the lowest value rate of 0.07/1000 population was demonstrated in 2001, 2003 and 2004.

Another respective stable decrement was revealed since 2010 (0.2), 2011 (0.19) and 2012 (0.18). In general, males and non-Kuwaitis’ rates were predominantly higher than those of their counterparts (Figure 1).
Tuberculosis hospital discharges per 1,000 total hospital discharges during a 29-year-period (1984-2012): In general there was a decline between 1984 and 2004, with two steady periods; the first was between 1989 and 1996 and the second one, at a lower level, between 2000 and 2004. Then the trend sharply increased until 2012. All non-Kuwaitis' rates have been continuously rising since 2005, where males reached 7.59 and females 4.61 in 2009, compared with average rates of only 1.5 for Kuwaitis. Non-Kuwaitis always had higher rates (nearly double) than those of Kuwaitis and also male rates were comparatively higher (nearly double) than those of females. The highest calculated rates after the invasion were 4.54 in 1997 compared with the lowest rate of 0.89 in 2001, whereas sudden increments to average rates of 3.1 since 2005 until 2012 was noticed (Figure 2).

Trends in tuberculosis case fatality rate (TB deaths per 100 tuberculosis hospital discharges; TB deaths/100 TB hospital discharges) during a 29-years-period (1984-2012). On average, the overall trends of TB case fatality rates were below 5% of discharges during the 29-years-period, with intervene by a sharp incline of average 10% between 2000 and 2004, followed by decline to rates below 5%. Kuwaitis suffered higher case fatalities than non-Kuwaitis. There was a sharp increase in Kuwaiti fatalities from 5.56% in 2008 to 17.39% in 2010 then to 9.17 during 2012, compared with a 0.5% increase for non-Kuwaitis (from 2.65% in 2008 to 3.06% in 2009). Males Kuwaiti’s have markedly higher case fatalities than females (Figure 4).

Tuberculosis mortality status representing the tuberculosis deaths over a 26-years-period in Kuwait. All rates been tested also for two demographic population characteristics (gender and nationality), and were calculated as represented as the following:

Tuberculosis cause-specific mortality rate per 100,000 populations (TB CSMR/100 000 population) during a 29-years-period (1984-2012): Tuberculosis cause-specific death rate is defined as the annual total number of deaths from tuberculosis per 100,000 mid-year population at risk.

The overall mortality trends reveal tremendous sharp declines of TB cause-specific mortalities per 100,000 populations in all CSMR annual rates from 2.63 in 1984 to 0.64 in 1989. Post-1990 a steady continuous fluctuating trend reached averages of less than 1 until 2009. A sudden reversal with of double increase in TB morbidity trends has occurred since 2008 from 0.56 to 1.76 in 2011 for Kuwaitis’ mortalities and 0.54 to 0.85 for non-Kuwaitis per 1,000 populations. The highest calculated rate after invasion was 1.76/100 000 populations in 2010, whereas the lowest value of 0.39/100,000 populations was calculated in 1998. Non-Kuwaiti female rates averaged around one/100,000 populations after no cases in 1993. In general, male and Kuwaitis’ rates were predominantly higher than those of their counterparts (Figure 3).
Discussion

Globalization of international public health threats and associated re-emerging human TB is associated with population mobilities due to contact-exposure phenomenon [20]. "Fear of TB infection" has serious socioeconomic and negative health consequences from seeking treatment in low social class people [21].

Tuberculosis disease is still unable to be eradicated due to 'continued' immigration and international travel such as tourism, students, asylum seekers or economic laborers [22]. Reliable information and improved TB surveillance system through obligatory reporting of any suspected MTB case such as in Kuwait plays a role in development of national and international health policies for prevention and control, through reliable diagnostic and management activities [23]. Each country needs defining the local epidemiological demographics to benefit from their local TB control programs. The total morbidity and mortality rates (including the incidence and prevalence rates) increased in the last decade especially in the Kuwaiti groups without actually known cross-transmission routes, which might be due to new exposures to different risk factors, and similar findings were recently achieved [24,25].

Trend decrements

Decline of all tuberculosis morbidity and mortality indicators were in general due to international concerns to tackle TB pandemic and the extraordinary progress in the knowledge of infectious disease in addition to the discovery of effective anti-TB therapy and effective vaccines before four decades with widespread researches toward MTB biology. Decrement of TB incidence is predominantly due to decline in recent MTB transmissions correlated to different molecular epidemiology MTB strains [25,26]. At Kuwait community levels and through international collaborations a coordination and translation of National Plan and Strategies within all health facilities/services play a role in lower TB morbidity catastrophe. Efficiency of health care system through raising knowledge and experience of trained personnel in medical care with high index of suspicion for rapid case detection and TB disease diagnoses. In Kuwait, through strict legislative case notifications of effective immigrant screening and development of electronic reporting systems within a developed and availability and affordability (free diagnosis and therapy) of the health care service could reach highest case detection levels of TB diagnoses and management follow-ups such as CDR reaches 100% compared to only mild reduction in the estimated TB indicators’ per 100,000 population in majority of endemic regions [5]. Improved living conditions both in country of origin and newly occupied regions (especially in the first few years) and the strict use of antibiotics in the 20th Century add to the decline in the global TB pandemic decrease the incidence of TB [22].

Worldwide improved socio-economic conditions and human life expectancy would add to substantial rate decrements [27] in addition to advances of population general hygiene and preventive measures with lower overloads of health services in comparison to underdeveloped countries still facing higher TB prevalence’s and therapy resistance due to ineffective health services and cultural incorporations [28]. TB incidence fall as people growing in urban areas [29]. Internationally, the slow decrements in all TB rate indicators largely attributed to attributed to persistence of latent inactive and active TB in foreigners, foreign-born populations and racial and ethnic minorities [18].

Trend increments

Worldwide facing problem is lack of screening and wrong assumptions of normal and free immigrants from infectious diseases in addition to delayed presentation with under-reporting of TB cases in the over-burden health sectors play a role in incidence slow declines followed by new increments due to TB transmission/spreads which necessitate raising education and TB awareness. Improvements in laboratory MTB diagnostic specificity can be directly related to increased TB incidence [30-32], or reflecting increased public awareness rather than increased occurrence due to deteriorating socio-economic or living conditions [33].

Raised TB mortalities in Kuwait exploring waves of ongoing global uncontrolled immigrations. Foreign-born immigrants from Asian countries develop TB re-activations within shorter time of less than five years compared to those from other regions with lower TB prevalence [34]. After the Iraqi invasion during 1990-1991, detected growth in non-Kuwaiti’s residential foreigners and majority are coming from most vulnerable-rural populations of TB endemic regions such Asian (India, Bangladesh, Indonesia and Philippines) and African countries (Ethiopia) [11]. Also in Kuwait a new phenomenon of living in settlement with small closed flats increased since the 1990’s, and each house with at least one households with predominance from Asian endemic countries (India, Indonesia, Bangladesh, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Philippines) exposing the population sectors to inadequate fresh air is continuously associated with total population rate increments [33]. Environmental conditions and proximity with contagious index case (>8 hours) complicates TB control programs’ [35,36]. Human movement and migration are both important risk factors for transmitting airborne infectious particles [37].

Even with improvements in the political, economical and community efforts (e.g. researches), still TB remains a worldwide unresolved global health problem. TB is associated with low income countries and deprived regions were overcrowding, poverty and malnutrition are known. Also TB morbidity rates are increased in developed countries due to immigrations and social inequalities related to co-existing risk factors such as smoking, DM, cardiovascular
diseases, alcohol/drug addiction and HIV infections [38]. Associated risk-factors for development of pulmonary tuberculosis are interrelating and contributing to risk of TB infection and others with progression to TB disease. Differences of population geographic and their direct-and indirectly-related epidemiologic and demographic-related risk factors, including:

**Socio-economic-cultural factors**

TB disease is directly related to community socio-economic conditions and threatens low-income populations. Transmission of TB is well established with societal forces such as poverty and social deprivation, urbanization with overcrowded (exposure) living conditions, migration and unemployment (low socioeconomic conditions) with reduced health literacy, malnutrition and tobacco as TB endemic regions complicated with self-treatment and further nosocomial spreads e.g. Sub Saharan Africa and South East Asia [39].

Changes in demographic infra-structure and risk factors such as gender, place of birth, occupation and ethnic origins. As strong association between aging and TB development with common excess of TB morbidity indicators [40,41]. Increased age is also at risk for TB infection with 100-fold higher than non-exposed healthy people [32].

Age is still not a major epidemiological risk factor in Kuwait, as diagnosed latent TB/TB cases are still very low. Older age reveals significant results of positive IGRA testing, and TB is considered infectious killer of reproductive age women worldwide (annual 750,000 deaths) [42], because of higher trends in high risk groups and waning of immunity such as the elderly (particularly men) is associated with LTB/TB longevity-reactivation and difficulties in diagnosis (e.g. non-specific presentations) added to non-compliance to treatments [18,39].

Also age is known infection social marker for children and directly affected by both community internal exposures e.g. close contact to same household and parent TB index case with/without external exposures due to mobility outside households e.g. inside school or playground [43].

Stigmatization and socio-cultural factors such as perception and personal beliefs concerning the risks of TB evaluation and treatment have influenced by familial socio-economic structures [21]. Parent education and employment are another significant risk factor for TB infection and detected more in BCG positively vaccinated compared to non-vaccinated people [44].

Gender inequities and under-notification of women due to social, religious and financial constraints noticed in the low income countries added to higher TB morbidity rates during the reproductive life period aggravate diagnostic barriers [19].

**Biological-physiological factors**

Host-related genetic factors vary between cases and community controls has been validated through family-based association studies to improve understanding of biology and MTB transmission which explain various risk factors like; 1-source of infectivity, 2-intensity of infection relapses and delays in recovery [49].

Cardiovascular diseases and diabetes mellitus and tobacco smoking habits in Kuwait increases 3-fold risk of MTB re-activation and bacterial infection/transmissions [47,48]. Diabetes mellitus is considered in Kuwait the 7th all over the world which is increasing without control and is directly impairs both innate and adaptive immune responses necessary to resist MTB proliferation. Diabetes-nutrition wise revealed rises in the annual number of active TB cases in people with diabetes by 46% from 163,000 in 1998 to 224,000 in 2008, and the corresponding TB incidence per person with diabetes by 24% (one million) [29,47].

Nutrition, body mass index, ethnicity, employment and family history of TB are all related [16]. Other accompanied health condition such as pregnancy and under-nutrition add risks toward female fatality predominance. Smoking is associated with active tuberculosis treatment non-adherence and tuberculosis infection relapses and delays in recovery [49].

In Kuwait reversal (shift) of male predominance to female since 1999 having higher mortality and fatality rates might be due to predominance of female immigrants employed for in-house occupation (job) as housemaid and cooker with overcrowding and prolonged exposure-contacts stigma-social anti behavior [9,21,51] in contrast to male predominance all over the world revealed by Neyrolles and Ouintana-Murci study [52] which can be as research recommendations for the needs of Kuwaiti's environment to household immigrants.

TB prevention and control programmers require linked coordination among scientists such as epidemiologists and governmental funding supports such as researches [38]. Clinicians should elicit a migration history is important if correlated to exposure in their country of origin, will facilitate early detection and treatment of LTB/TB infections [53]. Genetic susceptibility as various geographic difference and rural-urban cluster strains and related innate response differences which would complicate TB management and elimination for Kuwaiti patients should be investigated [33].

**Behavioral factors**

Even though years of education and higher in rural region and correlated with smoking and drinking is negatively associated with smoking and TB incidence [38,40]. Smoking is the major behavioral and occupational risk factor that is increasing all over the world and Kuwait [42]. Duration and type of smoking (bidis more risky than cigarette) is also related to higher PTB and new EPTB occurrences [40].

Passive smoking is significantly associated with increased risk for clinical TB and children exposed to passive smoking exhibit more positive TST results mainly those living with smoker households [41,45,46]. Alcohol and drug abuse is forbidden in Kuwait to be a direct related risk factor and easily the predicted epidemiological impact as the case in TB low income regions [42].

Cardiovascular diseases and diabetes mellitus and tobacco smoking habits in Kuwait increases 3-fold risk of MTB re-activation and bacterial infection/transmissions [47,48]. Diabetes mellitus is considered in Kuwait the 7th all over the world which is increasing without control and is directly impairs both innate and adaptive immune responses necessary to resist MTB proliferation. Diabetes-nutrition wise revealed rises in the annual number of active TB cases in people with diabetes by 46% from 163,000 in 1998 to 224,000 in 2008, and the corresponding TB incidence per person with diabetes by 24% (one million) [29,47].

Nutrition, body mass index, ethnicity, employment and family history of TB are all related [16]. Other accompanied health condition such as pregnancy and under-nutrition add risks toward female fatality predominance. Smoking is associated with active tuberculosis treatment non-adherence and tuberculosis infection relapses and delays in recovery [49].

**Conclusion**

Kuwait infrastructure has changed substantially and awareness of socio-demographic changes may speed-up diagnosis of tuberculosis. The annual rise and TB burdens of non-Kuwaiti population are overloading the health care system and medical service. Overcoming higher rates of TB morbidity of non-Kuwaitis' in comparison to those of Kuwaitis' population constitute a serious public health threat that deserves urgent evaluation and re-structuring of the tuberculosis control program through qualified surveillance system and strict quantifying and minimizing TB stigmatization.
Recommendations

Declining and increment advances in the overall national TB rate coupled with the persistence of disproportionately high TB rates among foreign-born non-Kuwaitis' suggest the need for a re-doubling of public health efforts aimed at the eradication of TB in Kuwait through verification of new screening guidelines for new cost-effective diagnostic tests to control and reduce both the incidence and prevalence of TB disease, both nationally and locally, public health professionals must urgently and effectively target high-risk sub-populations through:

- Screening of immigrants for TB upon arrival to Kuwait need to be improved. Public health efforts and re-enforcing awareness of TB risks, transmission, diverse manifestations and can limit diagnostic delays in the health services and improve TB control.

Policy makers should consider expansion of immigrants screening programs especially at entry points.

- Reduction of structural and behavioral barriers in health systems by filling the gap of lack of knowledge regarding migrants' exposure to risk factors, morbidity, and psychosocial needs.

Using Kuwait electronic health records (EHRs) is feasible and promising for prospective TB surveillance and even detection of latent TB infection such as high-risk population.
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